October 25, 2016

The Honorable Amy Foster, Chair
The Honorable Darden Rice, Vice Chair
The Honorable Charlie Gerdes
The Honorable Jim Kennedy
The Honorable Ed Montanari
The Honorable Steve Kornell
The Honorable Karl Nurse
The Honorable Lisa Wheeler-Bowman
Members, St. Petersburg City Council
PO Box 2842
St. Petersburg, FL 33731

Dear Members of the St. Petersburg City Council:

I am writing in support of the “Defend Our Democracy” ordinance that you are presently considering. I am writing to provide additional context for the phenomenon of super PAC spending in American elections, with a special focus on Florida elections and on local elections across the country.

Background
I am a Professor of Law at Stetson University College of Law, where I have taught and published in the areas of constitutional law, corporations, contracts, securities, and international private law. I am the author of A Contractarian Critique of Citizens United, 15 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 765 (2013), wherein I criticize the majority opinion in Citizens United v. FEC for ignoring the prevailing contractarian view of a corporation and arriving at the false conclusion that corporations should be entitled to the constitutional protections of individual citizens.

Super PACs
In the current 2015-16 political cycle alone, a record $969 million has flowed into super PACs, which, by law, can accept—and spend—as much money as they want to influence American elections.1 These heavy-handed instruments for influencing elections are not aggregations of small contributions from a large number of donors. Rather, the entire point of having a super PAC is to be able to accept unlimited contributions from a small number of extremely wealthy funders. Thus, in practice, super PACs allow wealthy donors to evade campaign contribution limits designed to prevent corruption, and have become the “new normal” for election spending across America. And whereas some believe that this phenomenon is confined to high-profile elections—such as the presidential race—clear and consistent evidence demonstrates that local elections are increasingly the targets of significant super PAC spending.2

---

Super PACs and Florida elections

Since being created by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals via its 2010 decision *SpeechNow.org v. FEC*, super PACs have taken off all across our state, and money contributed to political committees, including super PACs, has “skyrocketed.” Data from the Federal Election Commission indicate that Floridians have given over $33 million nationwide to federally active super PACs in the 2015-16 cycle, and that super PACs have spent nearly $27 million on federal races in Florida alone. That includes over $1.5 million (via the “House Majority PAC”) on the race for Florida’s 13th congressional district.

But super PAC spending in Florida’s federal elections is nothing new: In Brevard County, for example, in 2014 the mother of a Democratic candidate for Congress was able to bypass the legal federal contribution limit of $5,200 by giving $225,000 to a single-candidate super PAC that supported her son. Stories from this election cycle, however, reveal that candidates now brazenly exploit the thin veneer of independence provided by super PACs: For example, in this year’s race for Florida’s 14th congressional district, a state representative-turned-congressional candidate is being supported by a super PAC funded by two organizations he himself used to run. Just three days before announcing his candidacy, the state representative sent letters to the Florida Division of Elections officially stepping down as the chairman of two political committees. Then, some three months later, these two groups contributed all of their funds to a super PAC now supporting his congressional bid. And over in Florida’s 19th congressional district, three potential candidates all reportedly delayed announcing their candidacies in order to first raise money through outside groups such as super PACs.

Many people do not realize that super PAC money is also having a tremendous impact on local races. And Pinellas County is no exception: Citizens First, a super PAC based in Palm Beach County, has spent roughly $160,000 on direct mail so far in 2016, including on pieces supporting a candidate for the District 5 seat on the Pinellas County School Board. Overall, data from the Florida Division of Elections show there to be over 1,000 active state political committees or electioneering communications organizations in Florida, roughly 40 of which are based in Pinellas County.

And Pinellas County is not alone: In Gainesville, big donors were able to work around recently adopted contribution limits by using super PACs to influence races for the Gainesville City Commission and the Alachua County Commission. In Miami-Dade County, super PACs locked horns in two county judicial races, raising nearly one-third of a million dollars. In fact, the *Miami Herald* declared that Florida’s 2014 political cycle was distinguished “by the emergence of political committees supporting judicial candidates.” That same year, the Space Coast Liberty Caucus, a Cocoa Beach-based super PAC,
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3 599 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (en banc).
received hundreds of thousands of dollars to benefit a Republican state senate candidate in Rockledge.\textsuperscript{12} And this year, a super PAC based in Viera spent over half a million dollars\textsuperscript{13} against a Republican state representative in the 2016 primary race for Florida Senate District 17.\textsuperscript{14}

Not surprisingly, Floridians are concerned about this trend: In 2014, \textit{Florida Today} noted that a “locally based effort is seeking to reform campaign spending in Florida, at least for state legislative races. And even some of the beneficiaries agree change is needed.”\textsuperscript{15}

Finally, Florida is unfortunately linked to the first documented instance of alleged quid pro quo corruption tied to super PAC contributions. In 2015, Dr. Salomon Melgen, who runs an ophthalmology clinic with four offices in St. Lucia and Palm Beach counties, was indicted on federal bribery charges stemming in part from an alleged “quid pro quo” transaction with U.S. Senator Robert Menendez of New Jersey, who was also indicted. According to the grand jury indictment, Senator Menendez granted specific political favors in exchange for contributions from Melgen to a super PAC earmarked for supporting the senator’s reelection, among other things.\textsuperscript{16} The indictment marked a turning point in the national conversation about the corrupting potential of contributions to super PACs, and ties this issue to Florida with particular resonance.

\textbf{Super PACs and local elections outside Florida}

Florida’s experience, unfortunately, is not unique. Consider, for example, that this year a super PAC is primed to spend $100,000 on the mayoral race in Baton Rouge, Louisiana—a city of just over 225,000 people.\textsuperscript{17} Las Cruces, New Mexico—population 102,000—faced a similar situation last year, as significant super PAC spending against the city’s incumbent mayor occurred just prior to Election Day.\textsuperscript{18} Such outsized spending is increasingly the norm in mayoral races, including in Philadelphia ($10 million),\textsuperscript{19} San Diego ($4.7 million),\textsuperscript{20} San Francisco ($600,000),\textsuperscript{21} and Detroit ($3.5 million).\textsuperscript{22}

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
Super PAC spending now floods even down-ballot, low-profile races. Take Oklahoma City, for example, where four city council races were hit with $400,000 in super PAC spending,\(^{23}\) or New Mexico, where a super PAC spent $100,000 on a district attorney race,\(^{24}\) or Virginia, where a super PAC spent $2 million on two state senate races,\(^{25}\) or Denver, where a super PAC unloaded nearly $100,000 on two school board races.\(^{26}\)

No matter how local, no election seems safe. In 2013, Americans for Prosperity, a 501(c)(4) organization, spent significant amounts of money to influence a mayoral and city council election in Coralville, Iowa, a town of just 20,000 people.\(^{27}\) The following year, in Cole County, Missouri—population 76,000—a prominent billionaire whose pet ballot measure had been struck from the ballot by a county judge donated $300,000 to a national super PAC that, nearly simultaneously, funneled $300,000 to its state-level super PAC that then contributed $100,000 to the judge’s opponent, and spent the remaining $200,000 on TV ads and other materials targeting the judge.\(^{28}\)

Given the enduring, well-documented, and yet alarming rise of super PAC spending on local elections, I believe St. Petersburg is well-advised to take proactive steps to protect the integrity of its elections and ensure that its political system is safeguarded from the rising tide of super PAC spending by adopting the “Defend Our Democracy” ordinance.

If I can further assist in any way, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Professor Joseph Morrissey\(^{29}\)
Professor of Law

cc: The Honorable Rick Kriseman, Mayor of St. Petersburg
Ms. Jacqueline Kovilaritch, City Attorney

\(^{25}\) Fredreka Schouten, Super PAC spending floods local elections, USA TODAY, Nov. 5, 2015, http://usat.ly/1Nsj0Qx.
\(^{29}\) This opinion is drafted in my capacity as an individual and not on behalf of the Stetson University College of Law.